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the boy detective gets his start

birth is a trauma he never expected to survive.
some time, twelve years deep, the amniotic fluid dried 
and he became a boy. looked in a clean mirror, saw 
mystery. from then on the boy dealt only in ciphers.  
the year he stopped swaddling himself in deep red  
sheets, we knew he was bound for something unsolvable.
the year he broke a florescent bulb in his father’s study
to watch a flame spill across all those old books. 
what safe horror, to skin a beam of light and only find 
more light. to break free of your mother into a world 
so bright it’s impossible to understand. when even language 
is a photocopy of someone else’s speaking mouth. 
it didn’t make sense: slim key in a galaxy of holes. 
no.       he had to figure it out.
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the boy detective discovers his body

he knows when the lights in his room black out 
his body can become whatever he imagines. 
some nights a dragon. some nights a field of wet
thumbs. on the best nights he is still a boy
with clothing that burns from his skin until 
it’s just him floating a full foot off the bed naked
and trying to open himself so light will pour
out into the blackness. the first time he came
the room exploded into a clean bright bandage,
every question raging through his blood dulled.
his own private analgesic. the knowledge that
no matter what matter spills out of him it will
always be light. the perfect hypothesis. 
the bed that swallows him when he is done. 
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sam sax is a 2015 NEA Creative Writing Fellow and Poetry Fel-
low at The Michener Center for Writers where he serves as the 
Editor-in-chief of Bat City Review. He’s the two-time Bay Area 
Grand Slam Champion & author of the chapbooks A Guide to 
Undressing Your Monsters (Button 2014), sad boy / detective 
(Black Lawrence 2015), All The Rage (Sibling Rivalry 2016), & 
is co-editor of the anthology The Dead Animal Handbook (Uni-
versity of Hell 2016). His poems are forthcoming in The Beloit 
Poetry Journal, Boston Review, Indiana Review, Ninth Letter, 
Poetry Magazine, Pleiades, TriQuarterly + other journals.




